Finding an efficient method for sampling micro-and small-enterprises (MSEs) for research and statistical reporting purposes is a challenge in developing countries, where registries of MSEs are often nonexistent or outdated. This lack of a sampling frame creates an obstacle in finding a representative sample of MSEs. This study uses computer simulations to draw samples from a census of businesses and non-businesses in the Tshwane Municipality of South Africa, using three different sampling methods: the traditional probability sampling method, the compact segment sampling method, and the World Health Organization's Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) sampling method. Three mechanisms by which the methods could differ are tested, the proximity selection of respondents, the at-home selection of respondents, and the use of inaccurate probability weights. The results highlight the importance of revisits and accurate probability weights, but the lesser effect of proximity selection on the samples' statistical properties.
Introduction
Micro and small enterprises (MSEs) are small businesses with up to 5 and 100 employees, respectively, although the precise definition of MSEs differs by governmental regime. MSEs have been estimated to provide nearly half of total employment in African countries (Liedholm and Mead, 1999; South Africa Business Guidebook 2004 . Sampling MSEs in developing countries for research and statistical reporting purposes, however, is a challenge. Often there is no official registry of MSEs, and any such registry is incomplete because some owners refuse to register in order to avoid potential taxation and regulation. Even if censuses of MSEs were undertaken occasionally, the listing would soon be out of date given the rapid changes in the existence of MSEs.1 This lack of a sampling frame usually creates an obstacle in finding a representative sample of MSEs with which to conduct research.
A statistically rigorous sampling strategy, commonly used in household surveys but also useful for surveys of MSEs, is the two-stage cluster sampling design. The first stage selects clusters or enumeration areas (EAs) within the geographic area of interest, and the second stage selects respondents for interview from within each chosen EA. Issues related to the first stage selection are well covered in survey textbooks (e.g., Kish 1965) . This paper focuses only on the second stage selection. The statistical gold standard for the second stage is to select a random probability sample drawn from a sampling frame consisting of all eligible respondents in the EA. In this paper, this sampling strategy will be referred to as the Probability Sampling Method (PSM). However, without knowing the prevalence of MSE ownership and the location of the owners and non-owners in each EA, it is unclear how eligible respondents can be located, and hence how a probability sample can be drawn. The standard practice of many household surveys that use PSM is to perform a listing of all households in the EA to build the sampling frame of eligible respondents in that EA, and then to randomly select respondents into the study sample.
PSM has been applied to MSE studies in developing countries. For instance, de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2008) drew their sample using PSM to examine returns to capital in microenterprises in Sri Lanka. They selected enumeration areas, conducted a door-to-door screening survey of all households in the selected EAs to locate businesses, built a sampling frame of businesses using the screening survey, and randomly selected a subset of the business owners to form the final sample to be interviewed in detail. In their pioneering work under the GEMINI Project, Liedholm and Mead (1999) and their doctoral students studied MSE activity in countries in southern and eastern Africa and elsewhere. They first selected a subset of EAs from the whole country, did a listing of every household and business in each EA to canvass for small enterprise activity, and interviewed everyone with an MSE who was also available to answer a survey at the time of the listing. GEMINI's final sample, therefore, instead of being a random subsample of the EA, actually consisted of the universe of business owners available for interview at the time of the listing.
A modification of the PSM, called the Segment Sampling Method (SSM), selects EAs in the first stage as in the PSM, but then slices up the selected EAs into smaller area segments of similar sizes (usually defined by the number of households or respondents), and then randomly selects one segment from each EA to conduct a door-to-door listing of all the households in the segment to build the sampling frame, from which the respondents are then selected. SSM has been implemented in different ways and widely used in health surveys in developing countries (e.g., UNICEF's Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys; Turner, Magnani, and Shuaib, 1996) . In the traditional SSM (tSSM), a sub-sample of all the listed respondents from each chosen segment is then randomly selected to form the final study sample. This method was used in the Ghana Microenterprise Survey conducted by Fafchamps, et al. (in press ). In compact SSM (cSSM), the segments are smaller than those in tSSM and all eligible respondents in the segment are included in the final study sample. The World Bank Microenterprise Surveys for the Informal Sector in southern and eastern Africa and in Nepal used cSSM (Jain 2010; Gelb et al. 2009 ). The field team first identified clusters of informal sector activity, divided these clusters into segments, randomly selected segments from all possible segments, and then conducted door-to-door surveys with all the households in the selected segments. Because the segments in cSSM are relatively small in area, a potential pitfall occurs when the segment does not contain the minimum acceptable sample size of a specific target population (e.g., larger businesses), and a larger segment had to be redrawn (as occurred in Jain, 2010 ).
An alternative, potentially cheaper, and easier to implement sampling strategy, designed by the World Health Organization's Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) to track immunization coverage, could also be applied to MSE sampling. This EPI method, based on quota sampling, uses a modified version of the two-stage cluster sampling design, with the first stage identical to the first stage of the PSM. In the second stage, the interview team starts at the center of the EA, chooses a random direction by spinning a bottle (or pen), counts the number of households from the center to the edge of the cluster in the chosen direction, and randomly chooses one household as the starting point. Eligible respondents are then sought from the household at the starting point. If an eligible respondent is available, an interview is conducted; if the household has no eligible respondents, the nearest household from this household is screened for eligible respondents, until an eligible respondent is found and interviewed. Subsequent eligible respondents are sought from households closest to the current household, with the process continuing until a quota number of interviews has been conducted (e.g., Henderson and Sundaresan, 1982) . This method is referred to as the EPI Sampling Method (ESM) in this paper.
The standard practice of PSM and SSM when respondents are absent during either the listing exercise or the actual survey (after being selected from the census list) is to perform revisits, by making appointments and returning to conduct the interview. For instance, up to 20% of the sample in the World Bank Enterprise Survey in Nepal (Jain 2010) were revisits. ESM, in contrast to PSM and SSM, does not perform revisits. Instead, ESM skips eligible respondents who happen to be absent at the time of the fieldworker's visit and interviews other eligible respondents in subsequent households.
A central question for entrepreneurship research is which sampling method should be used, especially in settings where existing sampling frames for MSEs are lacking. One important consideration is how well the sampling method's sampling distribution represents the study population. A comparison of the different sampling methods reveals three main issues that may affect the properties of the methods' sampling distribution.2 The first issue is proximity selection: respondents that are closer in geographic proximity to each other may be more likely to be selected into the final study sample. Because respondents nearer each other are 2 A fourth issue is the non-probability selection of respondents. This occurs only in EPI implementations that start by randomly selecting a house among all houses on an imaginary line that extends from the center of the cluster to the periphery. Because houses nearer the cluster's center are more likely to be on the line than houses in the periphery, houses closer to the center have a higher probability of selection (Brogan et al. 1994) . This problem can easily be corrected by selecting a random starting point using GPS software or random selection of a grid among grids placed over the cluster's map (Grais et al. 2007). likely to be more similar, this homogeneity could potentially increase the variance of the sample, reducing efficiency (Kish, 1965) . Proximity selection should be most prominent in cSSM which selects respondents within a very small segment, followed by ESM in which respondents are selected based on proximity to the last visited household. Respondents in PSM samples are most likely to be randomly distributed throughout the EA and thus suffer the least from problems associated with proximity selection. This is indeed what is found by Lemeshow et al. (1985) , who created 30 artificial EAs with different vaccine coverage, drew computer simulated samples using ESM and PSM, and compared the sampling distributions. ESM samples were more likely to have higher bias and mean square error (which is a measure of both bias and variance) than PSM samples, especially when the location of the target population (e.g., vaccinated children) was unevenly distributed in the EA. Proximity selection can be mitigated by systematic or interval sampling, which skips a set number of adjacent eligible respondents before selecting the next respondent (e.g., Grais et al. 2007; Luman et al. 2007; Rose et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 1994; Fafchamps, et al. in press) , by starting at more than one random starting point in the EA in the ESM (e.g., Bennett et al. 1994) , or by slicing up the EA into even smaller compact segments and choosing more than one of the compact segments from the EA in cSSM. Bennett et al. (1994) , using computer simulation, drew samples from real census data collected in 30 villages in Uganda, and found that the unmodified ESM was comparable to PSM and modifications of the ESM in estimating nutritional status, but that the unmodified ESM had greater mean square error for some household health care related and socioeconomic variables than estimates derived from interval ESM or ESM implemented in all four quadrants of the cluster. Yoon et al. (1997) , using computer simulation with real census data collected in Nepal to estimate prevalence for diarrhea and dysentery, also found that ESM and interval ESM produced estimates with more bias than PSM.
The second issue that may affect the properties of the methods' sampling distribution is athome selection, when the sampling method does not implement revisits.3 Sampling methods that do not entail revisits may yield biased estimates if the reason for the absence is systematically related to the variables being estimated. For example, owners of MSEs that focus on personal services (e.g., hair salons) are more likely to be present on the business premise than owners of MSEs that focus on construction (e.g., plumbers). Owners of MSEs without any employees may be more likely to be present than owners of MSEs with employees, who could substitute for the owner while the owner is offsite. If a sample of respondents who do not own MSEs is included as a comparison group to MSE owners, then those respondents who are found to be home at the time of the interview visit might have systematic reasons for being home, including poor health. Samples drawn with just respondents reached during the initial visit, therefore, may paint a distorted picture of the sampled EAs. Even though it is common practice under ESM not to implement revisits, the impact of at-home selection due to non-completion of revisits has not been tested in the literature that reviews the EPI method. Revisits were also not performed in the studies under the GEMINI Project (McPherson 1996 footnote 16), although revisits are commonly performed under SSM and PSM. In the GEMINI Project, about one-third of the households were unavailable for interview during the first visit (McPherson 1996) . However, this did not result in biased statistical estimates, mostly likely because the reason for the absence was not systematically related to the variables being estimated (Parker and Dondo, 1991) .
The third issue that may affect the properties of the methods' sampling distribution is inaccurate probability weighting, and this occurs when the probability of any given observation being selected into the final sample is unknown or inaccurate, resulting in the 3 Kish (1965, page 532) refers to non-response from absent respondents as problems of not-at-homes. application of incorrect weights during statistical analysis. The probability of a specific observation from a specific EA being selected into the final sample depends on both the probability of the EA being selected in the first stage and the probability of the specific observation from within that EA being selected in the second stage. A common practice is to select EAs into the sample based on probability proportional to the size (pps) of the population (or the number of households) in the sampling frame EAs. If the first stage EAs are selected with pps, then as long as an equal number of observations are selected from each EA in the second stage, the second stage probability of selection is equal for all the selected observations from all the selected EAs, resulting in a self-weighting sample, and only first stage weights are needed in the statistical analysis. The problem, however, is that the measures of size often are based on outdated population censuses, and the assumptions for pps are not met. For MSE-related research, in particular, the proper measures of size are often unknown, without a listing of the EA to determine the number of businesses. Any sampling method that does not entail a census listing but wrongly assumes pps will lack the correct probability weights in the statistical analysis, potentially resulting in biased estimates of sample means and underestimates of the sample variances (Brogan et al. 1994) . Milligan et al. (2004) selected one cSSM sample and a separate ESM sample in the Western Region of Gambia to study vaccination rates, and tested the effect of no weighting (by assuming pps using the 1993 population census) vs. weighting (by using weights from a listing done in 2000-2001 as part of the study). Estimated mean vaccine coverage rates were similar regardless of weights in cSSM and ESM samples, but variance was higher in weighted estimates. Greater population growth since 1993 in some EAs had overstretched existing health care delivery infrastructure, resulting in pockets of high and low vaccine coverage (and thus greater variance) in high growth EAs. Because high growth EAs should be weighted more than EAs with fewer eligible respondents, variance is underestimated when weights are not applied.
Because PSM uses random probability sampling of the entire listed EA (and hence does not suffer from proximity selection), performs revisits to reach those not at-home, and applies weights derived from the listing, its sampling distribution should be most representative of the parent population from which the samples are drawn. While it is the gold standard in representativeness, PSM is also more costly (Yoon, 1997), given that the listing and the revisits are labor intensive cost drivers. PSM that lists the whole EA is expected to cost more than tSSM, which in turn is expected to cost more than cSSM. ESM de facto lists only respondents along the way, so it should require the least amount of labor and time; it also skips absent respondents and thus saves on revisit costs. An important question, then, is whether the more representative sampling methods are worth the cost.
In the present paper, we draw computer simulated ESM, SSM, and PSM samples from a census-universe dataset collected from respondents with and without businesses in townships around the Tshwane (formerly known as Pretoria) Municipality of South Africa. We then compare the characteristics of the generated samples to the characteristics of the universe population. The statistical effects of proximity selection, at-home selection, and inaccurate probability weights are examined to help illuminate the reasons underlying the differences between the various methods. This is possible because we have GPS readings for all households and businesses in our EAs, the census record shows whether the interview was conducted during a first visit or a revisit, and the complete census allows us to calculate the probability of selection of each selected respondent to derive weights. To our knowledge, there has not been a comparison of various sampling methods applied to studies related to entrepreneurship or MSEs. We are also not aware of studies that compare ESM, SSM, or PSM to analyze the importance of revisits, including analyses that consider the extent to which revisits may improve the simple ESM. This paper, thus, makes contributions to the sampling and entrepreneurship literatures in the developing world.
Method

The survey and the data
The first wave of the South African Panel Study of Small Business and Health, a longitudinal survey that commenced in the fourth quarter of 2009, provides the data for this paper. The main goal of this data collection is to analyze the relationship between health and entrepreneurship in African townships in South Africa. The survey collects data on health, psychology, and entrepreneurship from owners of MSEs and from randomly selected respondents who do not own businesses.
A two stage stratified probability sampling design was used to select the full sample. Based on sample size requirements for a study on health, HIV/AIDS, and entrepreneurship, the first stage selected a total of 22 EAs out of all the African dominated EAs4 in the Tshwane Municipality stratified by the five regions of Tshwane, by formal and informal geotypes, and by personal income above or below the median personal income at the ward-level.5 We then obtained aerial photographs of the EAs using Google Earth and proprietary GIS databases containing GPS coordinates, street names, and boundaries of the EAs. The interview team went to each EA, updated the aerial photographs with recent changes to the EA, and assigned a unique number to each property stand. Most stands in the townships have at least one house. We then conducted a census in each of the EAs, by canvassing every stand. All business owners in the EA were selected into the sample. For households without businesses that had a member planning to open a business in the next 12 months, the business planner was selected. For households without owners or planners but with a household member who once owned a business that closed in the last two years, the business 'closer' was interviewed. For households without anyone involved in a current, planned, or closed business, a household member was randomly selected for interview using the Kish method (Kish 1949) 6, which ensures the selection of a random person from the household, rather than the interview of a convenient person who happens to be at home at the time of the initial interview visit.
This "modified" census methodology reaches all stands as well as all businesses in the EA, covers all current business owners, but also includes planners, closers, and a comparison population not involved in business activities. For this paper, current business owners are classified as "Owners." Planners, closers, and the non-business respondents are classified as "Non-Owners." In summary, the unit of observation in the census is the stand. For each stand, the census 'universe' contains (for non-empty and non-refusal stands) either one (or more) business owner(s) or one and exactly one non-owner respondent.
The interviews were conducted in the preferred language of the respondent (English, Zulu, Pedi, Tswana, Tsonga, or Southern Sotho), using Google Phones with Android 1.5 operating system and interview software Open Data Kit (ODK) Collect version 1.1 (http://code.google.com/p/open-data-kit/wiki/CurrentDeployments). For interview visits where no one was home or available to be interviewed, the fieldworkers made revisit attempts at different times of the week when the interview team was in the EA. Only after three revisits and approval by the supervisor would the interview be designated as unsuccessful.
4 Only non-tribal EAs with over 95% African populations (based on the 2001 South African Census) were included in the EA sampling frame. 5 Ward is a geographic division bigger than the EA. A ward in our sample contains 25 EAs on average. The ward is the smallest geographical unit for which we had access to income data. 6 The Kish is implemented by using a grid on which the interviewer needs to match a coversheet ID (column) with the number of respondents in the household (row) to determine which person is selected for interview.
Computer simulation procedure
Because we conducted a census of the whole EA, the data set contains the universe of eligible sampling points within each EA.7 This universe allows us to draw different samples, using the same data set, using different sampling methods. For each sampling method, we simulated 1,000 draws from each EA, each draw with 10 owners and 10 non-owners. We then selected one simulated draw (with replacement) from each of the 22 EAs and combined them to form one simulated sample (with 220 owners and 220 non-owners), and we did this for all the simulated draws from each EA. With 1,000 simulated draws in each EA, we have 1,000 simulated samples for each sampling method.8,9
2.2.1 Probability sampling method with and without revisits-Using the full universe (with both first visit and revisit respondents) as the sampling frame, we drew 1,000 samples using PSM that allowed for revisits. We also drew 1,000 samples using only the first visit respondents in the universe as the sampling frame, to simulate samples drawn without doing revisits. Each simulated draw using the PSM consisted of 10 owners and 10 non-owners randomly selected from all the owners and all the non-owners, respectively, in each EA. The EA-level draws are then combined across EAs, forming 1,000 simulated PSM samples, each containing 220 owners and 220 non-owners. These 1,000 simulated PSM samples are only a subset of all possible random samples that could have been chosen by PSM.
2.2.2. EPI sampling method with and without revisits-Using GPS information in our data, we simulated the ESM draws by randomly selecting one stand within each EA as the random starting point for that EA. The respondent on the starting point stand was included as the first respondent. The next respondent came from the stand closest in GPS distance to this first respondent, with all subsequent respondents drawn based on geographic proximity to the previous respondent. This process continued until at least 10 owners and 10 non-owners were found for each EA. We replicated this procedure 1,000 times to form the 1,000 simulated draws from the EA. Combining one simulated EA draw from each of the 22 EAs, we formed 1,000 simulated samples. To simulate ESM samples drawn from the traditional EPI sampling methodology (which does not make revisits but selects a substitute household nearest the one that is absent), we first discarded from the census universe all eligible respondents interviewed during revisits prior to drawing the 1,000 simulated ESM samples. To examine how revisits would affect ESM sample properties, we next drew another 1,000 simulated ESM samples using the entire universe (with both first visit and revisit respondents) as the sampling frame.
2.2.3
Compact segment sampling method with and without revisits-We simulated cSSM samples as follows. First, we used GPS to choose a random starting point stand from each EA. We next selected the 10 business owners that were the shortest GPS distance from the starting point stand. We drew 10 non-owners similarly. We next combined one simulated draw from each EA across all 22 EAs to form one simulated cSSM sample. We did this for each of the 1,000 starting points to form a total of 1,000 simulated ESM samples. We repeated this methodology twice to create cSSM samples with and without revisits. Note that this is not a perfect replication of compact segment sampling, which would require a demarcation of segments on the EA map, a random selection of one segment, and then the inclusion of all owners and non-owners in the randomly chosen segment. Because the prevalence of businesses varied between our EAs, and the density of businesses also varied within the EA, creating compact segments with similar numbers of the target population group (e.g., 10 non-owners and 10 owners for each EA) was not feasible in our universe. Instead, we opted for the 10 non-owners and the 10 owners closest to the starting point stand. This essentially created the smallest possible compact segment that still filled the quota for the respondent types.
It is worth noting that the ESM samples consist of respondents that are closest to the previous household visited. The cSSM samples consist of respondents that are closest to the starting point stand. The geographic locations of ESM respondents within an EA fall along a pattern that resembles a crawling snake with the tail located at the starting point stand and the head at the last stand that filled the quota. The location patterns for the cSSM respondents form a compact circular area around the starting point stand. Based on this general pattern, cSSM samples should suffer more from proximity selection problems than ESM samples.
Application of sampling weights
We used sampling weights to adjust for the first and the second stage of our sampling procedure. For the first stage, we calculated weights to reflect the inverse of the probability of that EA being selected out of all the eligible EAs in Tshwane, taking into account the stratification (region, genotype, and income levels) and the number of eligible EAs in each stratum. These first stage probability weights are referred to as EA-weights in this paper.
Because we conducted a census of each EA, we know the actual number of owners and nonowners in each EA. This information is not routinely available in ESM or cSSM samples. (Although the number of businesses and non-businesses for a section of the EA will be known, that information may not correctly reflect that for the full EA.) We also know whether the respondent was interviewed during a first visit or a revisit. Knowing both the number of respondents of each business ownership type in each EA and the first visit or revisit status of each interview, we can calculate the probability of any owner or non-owner being selected into the sample from this EA when the sampling frame consists of first visits only or first visits plus revisits. The weight of any respondent within the EA is the inverse of the probability of that respondent being selected from that EA's sampling frame for that respondent type. This weight differs by whether the respondent is an owner, a non-owner, a first-visit respondent, or a revisit respondent. These weights are the second stage weights in our sampling design. The product of the first stage weight and second stage weight is the inverse of the probability of a specific respondent getting selected into the sample (out of all the potential respondents in all eligible EAs in Tshwane). In this paper, we use the term probability weights to refer to the joint product of first and second stage weights.
To examine the effect of accurate weights on sample properties, we weight the sample observations by either EA-weights or by the probability weights. The EA-weights do not reflect the actual population or the proportion of businesses to non-businesses within each EA.
Nomenclature of the Samples
To clarify, our final simulated samples consist of (3 sampling methods) × (2 kinds of weights) × (2 kinds of revisit status) for a total of 12 sets of samples. We compare these 12 sets of samples in the rest of the paper. Each set contains 1,000 simulated samples drawn by using one of three sampling methods. We also use the following suffix abbreviations to denote the different samples. Methods with a lowercase r are those that use the universe with first visits and revisits as the sampling frame; methods with nr (to stand for 'no revisits') use the universe without revisits as the sampling frame. Methods with the lowercase e indicates the application of EA-weights (i.e., first stage weights only), and those with lowercase p indicates the application of probability weights (i.e., both first-stage and second-stage weights multiplied together):
1. ESMnre: ESM with no revisits, EA-weights 2. SSMnre: SSM with no revisits, EA-weights 3. PSMnre: PSM with no revisits, EA-weights 4. ESMnrp: ESM with no revisits; probability weights for no revisits 5. SSMnrp: SSM with no revisits, probability weights for no revisits 6. PSMnrp: PSM with no revisits; probability weights for no revisits 7. ESMre: ESM with first and revisits, EA-weights 8. SSMre: SSM with first and revisits, EA-weights 9. PSMre: PSM with first and revisits, EA-weights 10. ESMrp: ESM with first and revisits, probability weights for first-and re-visits 11. SSMrp: SSM with first and revisits, probability weights for first-and re-visits 12. PSMrp: PSM with first and revisits, probability weights for first-and re-visits We continue to use ESM, SSM, and PSM (without the suffixes) to refer to each sampling method in general, but we add suffixes when the specific variant of the sampling method needs to be clearly stated. Using different subsets of these types of samples, we can test for the effects of proximity selection, at-home selection, and inaccurate weights in a ceteris paribus design, varying one effect at a time while keeping the other two effects constant. For instance, PSM without revisits compared to PSM with revisits would reveal the pure effect of at-home selection when proximity selection is minimal. Comparing ESM (or SSM) without revisits to ESM (or SSM) with revisits would allow us to assess the influences of athome selection when proximity selection is present. A comparison between PSM with revisits vs. ESM (or SSM) with revisits allows us to address the pure effect of proximity selection with no at-home selection effects, and a comparison between PSM without revisits and ESM (or SSM) without revisits would reveal the effects of proximity selection in the presence of at-home selection. Furthermore, when these comparisons are made across methods (PSM vs. ESM vs. SSM), we can keep the weights constant by using probability weights for all three samples to better isolate proximity and at-home selection. This methodology allows us to understand the relative importance of proximity selection, athome selection, and the use of inaccurate weights and may inform quality inferences about other sampling methodologies.
Survey measures
Our study compares demographic characteristics, health, risk aversion, and business measures. Health is measured using the 12-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF12), an instrument that assesses health symptoms, functioning, and quality of life along two dimensions: mental and physical health (Ware et al., 1995) . We also included a general risk question, taken from the German Social Economic Panel (SOEP) (Dohmen et al., 2005) , but modified the scale to range from 1 to 5. The business questions we analyze here include an indicator of the industry of the business (services, manufacturing, or retail), the age of the business, and whether one or more people are engaged in the business (identifying single vs. multi-person businesses). We also ask about business profit, using a measure developed by de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2009).
Sampling statistics
For each survey variable, we first calculated the population mean and the population standard deviation. We next calculated the sampling statistics for each of the sampling methods' distributions as follows (See Table A .1 for the definitions of the sampling statistics used in this paper). For each of the 1,000 samples, we calculated the mean of each variable, which we call the sample mean. We next used the 1,000 sample means to build a sampling distribution of means (for each variable). The term 'sampling distribution' in this paper refers to the sampling distribution of means; i.e., the distribution of the 1,000 sample means derived from the 1,000 simulated samples. For each sampling method, we calculated the mean, bias, variance, and mean square error (mse) of the sampling distribution for each variable. Because mse = bias 2 + variance, the mean square error penalizes both the bias and the variance of the sampling method. As the different demographic and business variables are measured with different units (e.g., years for age, percent for married or not, normed scale for SF12, etc.), we also calculated the absolute relative bias (arb), which is the absolute value of the bias normalized by the universe mean (Lemeshow et al., 1985) . The arb essentially converts all the variables with different units to percentages. To facilitate comparison of variances between methods, we calculated the design effect (deff), which is the ratio between the variance of the sampling distribution derived from a particular sampling method and the variance of the sampling distribution derived from the PSMrp (i.e., PSM with revisits and probability weights) -the gold standard in our study. We also calculated the mse ratio, which is the mean square error of each method's sampling distribution normalized by the mean square error under PSMrp. These sampling statistics are then used to compare the different sampling methods. In the following sections, we motivate how these statistics can be used to explore the effects of proximity selection, at-home selection, and the use of inaccurate weights.
2.6.1 Proximity selection and its effect on sampling statistics-If respondents in close geographic proximity within the EA are more homogeneous in their characteristics than respondents far apart in the EA, samples drawn with proximity selection may not be representative of that one EA. Bias in the estimates from a single sample from a single EA may, thus, be large. However, because most studies draw many more EAs than just one (e.g., the traditional EPI methodology samples from 30 EAs, and our study has 22 EAs), the bias averaged across all the sample EAs may become important only if the direction of the bias is consistent across the EAs. Although some samples drawn will have more bias than others, there is no a priori reason for the mean of the sampling distribution to be biased.
Despite this, ESM has been found to be more biased than PSM (Lemeshow, et al., 1985; Bennett et al., 1994; Yoon et al., 1997) , and interval sampling has been found to improve the bias for some measures (Bennett et al., 1994) but not for others (Yoon et al., 1997) .
Although the sampling distribution may have a mean that does not differ much from the true population mean, proximity selection increases the variance of the sampling distribution in the presence of clustering of respondent characteristics. The deff statistics found in the literature, however, differ by study and by variables. Lemeshow et al. (1985) found ESM to have a deff around 1 for one set of assumptions and 1.88 for another, suggesting that the variance of the sampling distribution from ESM differs by the configuration of the target population in the EAs (especially population density and clustering of homogeneous respondents).10 However, Yoon et al. (1997) found ESM's deff for diarrhea and dysentery to be consistently below 1 (Yoon et al., 1997) , suggesting that ESM samples had lower variance than PSM samples. Bennett et al. (1994) also found the deff to be below 1 for 6 out of 19 variables examined when ESM is compared to PSM, with the variance in ESM further reduced by interval sampling or starting from four random points. In summary, while proximity selection is an issue that has dominated the literature in evaluating the EPI sampling method and in attempts to find ways to improve the ESM (such as interval sampling, starting from more than one random point in the EA, etc.), the evidence that proximity selection affects sampling statistics is mixed.
2.6.2 At-home selection and its effect on sampling statistics-Sampling methods such as the ESM that do not implement revisits may suffer from at-home selection if the respondents who happen to be available for interview have characteristics systematically different from those who are away. If these differences are consistent across all the EAs, the sampling distribution's mean will be more biased than if the samples were drawn from a sampling frame with both first visit and revisit respondents. Many causes of being at-home are consistent across EAs. For instance, non-owners who are at home are more likely to be of poorer health than non-owners who are away; owners of multi-person businesses with employees who can cover for them may be able to work offsite on other duties, and may thus be away from their place of business when the interviewer arrives. These characteristics are likely to persist across different EAs and accumulate, and thus, will produce bias in the mean estimates of variables. Also, because the difference between first visit respondents across EAs is likely to be less than the difference between first visit and revisit respondents within and across EAs, samples with just first visit respondents will more likely have a lower variance than samples with both first visits and revisits.
Use of inaccurate weights and its effect on sampling statistics-
The application of correct weights that reflect the inverse of the probability of selection of each respondent is the norm in statistical reporting. When the first stage EAs are selected with pps of the target population in the EA and an equal number of observations are selected from each EA, the sample will be self-weighting -as is assumed by many studies using ESM. However, because of differential growth of EAs since the most recent census and the often unknown eligible population for specific outcome measures (such as the number of entrepreneurs in an EA), assuming the sample to be self-weighting could present a problem. When small EAs with fewer eligible respondents are weighted the same as larger EAs with larger numbers of eligible respondents, this will pull the mean estimates of the whole sample with all EAs combined closer to the estimates of the smaller EAs than if weights are properly applied. This may produce biased estimates of the mean if the reason that some EAs are larger than others (e.g., availability of clean water) is systematically correlated with the variable of interest (e.g., success of businesses in the service industry). Additionally, the variance will be underestimated without weights, because the much larger number of possible samples drawn from the larger EAs (some of which may have characteristics that differ significantly from the mean of the sampling distribution just by chance) is weighted the same as the much smaller number of possible combinations of respondent draws from the smaller EA. Milligan et al. (2004) found that proper weights did not change the estimates of the mean (for the cSSM method), but did increase the deff for 11 out of the 15 vaccines examined.
10 Even though Lemeshow et al. (1985) does not present them, the deff values can be calculated from the 'Over all clusters' numbers in the tables, using mse = bias 2 + variance.
Results
Sample characteristics by business ownership and by revisit status
In the 22 EAs in our census universe, a total of 3,117 respondents were interviewed covering 72.4% of all the stands (Table A. 2). The stands where no one was interviewed included those with no structure, with no one at home after repeated revisits, or with someone who refused the interview. Over half of the interviews were done during a revisit. Among the interviewed respondents, 35% currently own a business, which is similar to the 31% we found in the eThekwini (Durban) Municipality in 2002 (Chao et al., 2007) . Table 1 presents the demographic, health, risk, and business variables for the universe of the surveyed respondents in our 22 EAs, by business ownership and by first visit and revisit status.11 Owners are more likely to be older, male, married, more educated, with higher risk preference, and of slightly lower physical and higher mental health than non-owners. Respondents reached in the first visit are more likely to be older, female, unmarried, less educated, of lower risk preference, and of lower health than those interviewed during a revisit. Owners of businesses with at least one employee were more likely to be absent during our first visit (columns 5 and 6, last row), suggesting that perhaps the employee was substituting for them while they pursued activities elsewhere. The table raises the concern that sampling methods that do not perform revisits, such as the ESM, may produce a sample of respondents with characteristics that differ significantly from respondents in a sample drawn from a universe with revisits. Table 2 presents the average sampling statistics for each of the 12 sets of computersimulated samples, averaged over all the variables examined, to serve as a summary measure of the overall effect of different sampling methods. (Sampling statistics separately for nonowners, owners, and the business appear in Table A .3 .) The row headings denote whether the sampling statistics are for averages of variables from non-owners, owners, or the business, or a total average of all three types of variables combined. The column headings show whether the sampling distribution was built with ESM, SSM, or PSM; whether it was built using a sampling frame with or without revisits; and whether EA-weights or probability weights were used. (Section 2.4 contains the nomenclature of these various methods, and 2.6 describes the sampling statistics.) Using the 12 sets of samples, we can examine the effect of proximity selection, at-home selection, and inaccurate weights one at a time while holding the other two effects constant.
Comparison of sampling methods
3.2.1
Comparison of methods to examine proximity selection-The effect of proximity selection on sampling statistics ceteris paribus can be examined by comparing the methods within triplets: columns 1, 2, 3 (with no revisits and with EA-weights), or columns 4, 5, 6 (with no revisits and with probability weights for no revisits), or columns 7, 8, 9 (with revisits and EA-weights), or columns 10, 11, 12 (with revisits and probability weights for first visits and revisits). Within any triplet, proximity selection should be greatest with SSM, followed by ESM, and least with PSM. Nevertheless, we find that the average absolute relative bias per variable does not seem to differ appreciably between samples with and without proximity selection, controlling for revisit status and weighting status. Using the rows for the total averages (which is the average for all the non-owner, owner, and business variables combined), we see that average arb is about 7 or 8% for all three sampling methods without revisits and with EA-weights, and higher or lower for the other triplets. The within triplet average arb is less variable than the average arb for the same sampling 11 Three respondents with missing values to key demographic variables were deleted from the data set. method but across different revisit or weight status.12 This suggests that proximity selection has very little effect on average arb relative to the effect from revisits or weights. Additionally, the average deff does not seem to vary much within triplets. For instance, ESMnre (which is the traditional EPI methodology) has average deff that is similar to that for SSMnre or PSMnre. The average mse ratio, which encompasses both the effect of bias and deff (which indirectly contains variance), also shows that the within triplet variation to be much less than between triplet variation. These findings suggest that despite the theoretical importance of proximity selection, its effect is relatively small in our population.
3.2.2
Comparison of methods to examine at-home selection-We next compare between samples simulated without vs. with revisits, while keeping sampling method and weighting status constant: 1 vs. 7 (without revisits vs. with revisits, using ESM and EAweights), 2 vs. 8 (SSM; EA-weights), 3 vs. 9 (PSM; EA-weights), 4 vs. 10 (ESM; probability weights), 5 vs. 11 (SSM; probability weights), and 6 vs. 12 (PSM; probability weights).
The arb for most variables is lower with revisits than without revisits, especially in the presence of proper weights. This suggests that not doing revisits may produce samples with more bias -highlighting a potential pitfall of the traditional EPI sampling methodology. The deff and average deff are mostly higher when revisits are done compared to when they are not done. This implies an increase in variance of the sampling distribution with revisits, which is an expected finding, since doing revisits adds a sizeable fraction of the population into the sampling frame, and this added population has statistically significantly different characteristics than the population without revisits, increasing the heterogeneity within each EA but with this heterogeneity consistently increased in all the EAs. With revisits, the average mse ratio decreases for all the methods (and for almost all the variables if examined separately). This implies that although variance is increased with revisits, this is more than offset by the reduction in bias, with a net impact of reducing mse. Revisits, therefore, not only reduces the bias of the statistical estimates but also reduces the overall dispersion around the population mean.13
3.2.3
Comparison of methods to examine inaccurate weights-Given the lack of evidence of a statistical effect from proximity selection (Section 3.2.1) and the fact that making revisits improves sampling statistics (Section 3.2.2), the question remains as to how important it is to apply accurate weights. This is not a trivial question since finding the proper weights requires knowing the eligible population size and relative proportions of the different populations of interest. A whole-EA listing is required to obtain this information, which de facto means a PSMrp method might as well be adopted.
In Table 2 , the effect of inaccurate vs. accurate weighting, while keeping sampling method and revisit status constant, can be seen when one compares columns 7 vs. 10 for ESM, 8 vs. 11 for SSM, and 9 vs. 12 for PSM (for samples drawn with revisits); and columns 1 vs. 4 for ESM, 2 vs. 5 for SSM, and 3 vs. 6 for PSM (for samples drawn without revisits). The weights used in columns 10, 11, and 12 are the inverse of the probability of selection of each respondent, separately by business ownership, for all the respondents in the EA, including first visit and revisit respondents. The weights (called non-revisit probability weights, or nrProbability) in columns 4, 5, and 6 are the inverse probability of selection using a sampling frame of only first visit respondents.
12 The variance for average arb within triplets ranges from 0.00001 to 0.00015, but within the same method but across revisit and weighting status ranges from 0.0008 to 0.0014 (not reported in the table). 13 The variance of the sampling distribution is a measure of the dispersion around the sampling distribution's (biased) mean, but the mse is a measure of the dispersion around the population mean.
The results show that the application of non-revisit probability weights worsens almost all the sampling statistics. That is, for samples drawn without revisits, the application of probability weights derived from a sampling frame without revisits worsens the sampling statistics compared to the use of EA-weights. However, for samples drawn with first visit and revisits, the application of the correct weights improves the sampling statistics: with a lower average arb and a lower average mse ratio. Nevertheless, the improvement in mse is only marginal. Samples drawn with revisits already have sampling statistics that are very close to samples drawn by PSMrp, the gold standard, even with just the application of EAweights. Therefore, although the application of proper weights further improves the overall sampling statistics (as measured by the bias and the mse), the improvement is only marginal beyond that already achieved by revisits, so using EA-weights may not necessarily be a bad option.
Comparison of methods by how likely the sample (not sampling)
statistics are wrong-Although we have 1,000 simulated samples from each sampling method, most studies in real life have only one sample drawn using one survey method. Hence, a valid question is how likely it would be for a sampling methodology to produce statistical estimates that differ significantly from the true population parameters. In other words, if only one actual sample is chosen, how likely will it reflect the universe? To answer this question, we first estimated the mean for each variable from each owner and non-owner sub-sample and then used the variance (derived from the sampling distribution of the mean for that variable) to build a 95% confidence interval around this mean. We then examined whether the population mean μ was within this confidence interval. The results for the individual variables are shown in Table A .3 as 'error rate percentage,' which tabulates the percentage of the simulated samples out of 1,000 with an estimated mean for that variable that is statistically significantly different from the mean of the universe of respondents at the 5% significance level. In Table 2 (in the row called 'average error rate per variable'), the 'error rate percentage' is summed for all the variables and then averaged.14 The 'error rate percentage' measure penalizes bias but favors variance, so it is not nearly as good a comparison metric as mse when the goal is to assess the sampling distribution. However, when logistics dictates one to draw one and only one sample to examine the statistical estimate of some variables from this sample, the mse is not very useful at answering questions such as "what is the average age of entrepreneurs, and how likely is the mean age estimated from this sample correct?" The error rate percentage gives an indication of how likely the 95% confidence interval of the mean age estimated using this one sample will indeed contain the true population mean age.
The average error rate per variable in Table 2 suggests that among the three methods, PSM still fares the best (with and without revisits, and with and without accurate weights), but ESM and SSM produce estimates similar to PSM as long as revisits are done. ESMre and SSMre give 12-14% error while PSMre gives 10% error. When proper weights are applied on top of revisits, all three methods' estimates improve further.
The three methods that are most commonly deployed in the field are ESMnre (the traditional EPI method), SSMre (used in some World Bank Enterprise Surveys), and PSMrp (the gold standard in survey sampling). The average mse and the average error rate per variable suggest that ESMnre is the worst. SSMre greatly improves upon ESMnre in bias, mse, and error rate. PSMrp has the least bias, the smallest mse, and the fewest number of incorrect estimates. Still, researchers, statisticians, and field study project managers should ask whether SSMre is acceptable and whether ESMnre can be salvaged with revisits to make 14 Although one could attach importance weights to the different characteristics to obtain a weighted average error rate per variable, we did not give differential weights to the various characteristics, which depend on the situation and goals of the analysis.
ESMre a viable alternative sampling method. We turn to a cost effectiveness analysis to assess these methods to help shed light on these questions.
Comparison of methods by cost, cost effectiveness, and cost efficiency
While traditional EPI sampling (ESMnre) produces estimates that are the least representative of the universe and traditional probability sampling (which includes revisits and proper weights) produces the most representative statistics, an issue at hand is whether the methods differ much by cost and cost-effectiveness. To answer this question, we calculated the approximate costs for each of the twelve sampling scenarios. Based on (i) the larger fieldwork cost items (labor and transportation), (ii) the number of interviews conducted each day (calculated separately for first visits and revisits), and (iii) the number of days in each EA for all 22 EAs, we calculated an average marginal cost per first-visit interview (R74, with $1 = R8 at the time of the fieldwork) and per revisit interview (R103).15 Because our interviews were conducted immediately after we had determined and found the eligible respondent, our data contained the combined listing-plus-interview costs rather than separated by listing vs. interview costs. In our fieldwork, the listing-plus-interview took on average 40 minutes, and this included listing, informed consent, and the questionnaire survey. If a mere listing of the household were done without the survey, the time needed would have been much shorter. To calculate the cost of the listing alone, we assumed four scenarios whereby the listing cost was the same, one-half, one-quarter, or one-tenth of the listing-plus-interview cost.
Panel A of Table 3 shows the type of encounter with owner and non-owner households --whether it is a listing-with-first-visit interview, a listing-with-revisit interview, or a listing alone. The columns tabulate, by sampling method, the number of each type of encounter that needs to be completed in an average EA. The proportion of these encounters reflects our actual fieldwork. 16 Several points are worth mentioning. Every EA has interviews with 10 owners and 10 non-owners; however, to find 10 owners to interview, more than 10 nonowners must be listed to determine their business ownership status. For instance, to fill the quota of 10 owners in the sample with first visit respondents using EA-only weights (columns 1 and 2), a total of 15 non-owners on average must be listed -with 10 interviewed and 5 listed. If the sampling method uses PSM (columns 3, 6, 9, 12), then the whole EA must be listed (using either the first visit sampling frame or the first visit and revisit sampling frame) before random selection of respondents can be performed. Revisit costs are, thus, used for all PSM interviews.17 For sampling methods applying probability weights, the whole EA must also be listed.18 For instance, sampling methods that apply 'non-revisit Probability' weights (columns 4, 5, 6) must perform a listing of the universe of first visit respondents (25 owners and 37 non-owners which includes the 10 owners and 10 nonowners interviewed). In sampling methods with first visit and revisit respondents (columns 7, 8, 10, 11) , half the owner interviews are done on first visits and the other half are done on revisits, but for non-owners, who are less likely to be present during a first visit than owners, 4 interviews are conducted during a first visit, and 6 during a revisit. In ESM and SSM samples with first visits and revisits and with EA-only weights (columns 7 and 8), the model assumes a listing of two extra revisit owners and two extra revisit non-owners as standby interviews in the event that some appointments made with the original batch of revisit 15 Fixed costs that would have been incurred with any of the methods (such as training and PDA equipment and programming costs) were not allocated to the per-interview costs. 16 Table 1 contains the total number of first visit and revisit interviews, by owners and non-owners, for our universe. 17 We do not include PSM's costs of more field time to do the randomized selection and to return to find the randomly chosen respondents. 18 We assume that EA-weights can be obtained from statistical agencies, and only probability weights must be obtained through a complete listing of each EA. respondents are not fulfilled. This results in a total of 7 revisit owners and 8 revisit nonowners that must be listed (with 5 of these owners and 6 of these non-owners also receiving interviews). To reach 7 owners during a revisit, the field team will also reach -in an average EA -7 first visit owners, 10 first visit non-owners, and 15 revisit non-owners. Table 3 tabulates the total cost of each method for our universe of 22 EAs, with a sensitivity analysis of the cost based on how much listing alone would cost relative to the cost of an actual listing plus interview. As the cost of the listing goes down, the actual number of encounters per EA does not change, but the total cost drops precipitously, especially for the listing-intensive methods, such as PSM. Sampling with revisits is invariably more costly than without revisits because it includes the costs of returning to the EA to interview revisit respondents and the costs of listing standby respondents.
Panel B of
Using these cost figures, we could conduct cost-effectiveness analysis, to examine whether PSM would be worth its cost, and whether SSM and ESM or their modifications might also be cost-effective. The problem, however, is finding the proper effectiveness measure. While the best effectiveness measure would be the impact of some policy variable based on these results, we do not have such information in our dataset. Therefore, we use two types of costeffectiveness measures. The first is the cost per sample means out of the 1,000 simulated samples that are estimated without 'error' (i.e., one minus the average error rate per variable in Table 2 ). The second is the cost efficiency ratio between a particular sampling method and PSMrp (Table A. 1; Yoon et al., 1997; Kish, 1965, pages 25 and 266) . Table 3 lists the cost per percent error free estimate and Panel D lists the cost efficiency using average mse ratios as the loss function. The two most cost effective methods under each cost scenario are highlighted in boxes. The ranking depends on the cost of the listing relative to the interview cost. It is evident that ESMre and SSMre outperform the other methods with both cost effectiveness measures --except when the listing cost is high relative to the interview cost, in which case ESMnre and SSMnre become more cost effective. For surveys that are long (and thus costly), ESMre and SSMre may be the preferred method in terms of cost-effectiveness. However, for short surveys, such as the EPI immunization studies that only care about vaccine coverage in the community, ESMnre and SSMnre may be acceptable given their better cost effectiveness, despite the higher bias and lower efficiency. When the listing cost is truly very low compared to the interview cost, PSMrp, which has the lowest error percentage and the lowest mse, becomes more competitive. ESMrp and SSMrp in practice will never be implemented because the cost incurred to find the probability weights already pays for the data necessary to do PSMrp, which has the best effectiveness of the three methods that use probability weights.
Panel C of
Comparison of methods by potential policy variables
In any study, because only one sample is drawn in practice, an important question is which sampling method would most likely produce a sample with findings that authentically reflect findings using the population universe. To analyze this question, we built two regression models, estimated using both the population universe and our simulated samples. The first model was an ordinary least squares regression estimating the effect of owner demographic characteristics on business profit (Table 4a ). The second model was a logistic regression, examining the effect of owner characteristics on ownership of a business with vs. without employees (Table 4b ).19 The left-hand column in both tables shows the independent variables and, in parentheses, the variables' beta coefficients from the universe regression. The p-values of significant coefficients are also shown. As before, columns 1 to 12 show the different simulated samples, and the sampling statistics for each variable under each sampling method. Here, we focus on the samples that would be implemented in practice: ESMnre (the usual EPI method), SSMre (a common World Bank Enterprise Survey method), and PSMrp (the statistical gold standard). We also include ESMre to examine whether revisits added to the EPI method could improve estimates. The statistics shown in these tables are similar to those shown in Table A .3, with one main addition, which is the 'correct significance and sign.' If the variable is significant in the universe regression, correct significance and sign shows the proportion of the time out of 1,000 simulations that the variable is also significant and of the same sign in the sample. If the variable is not significant in the universe regression, correct significance and sign shows the proportion of the time that the coefficient estimated using the simulated sample is not significant.
In the business profit regression (Table 4a) , three demographic characteristics are statistically significant in the universe regression: gender (female), physical health (PCS12), and mental health (MCS12). Women owned businesses make less profit on average (379 rand less per month) than those owned by men, and owners in better health have businesses with higher profits. For the variables that are significant in the universe, ESMnre and (to a lesser extent) SSMre are more likely than PSMrp to produce samples that give a beta coefficient that is significant and of the same sign as the universe beta. ESMnre correctly flags female as negative and significant 54.8% of the time compared to 44.7% of the time for SSMre and 26.9% of the time for PSMrp. However, the beta coefficient in ESMnre and SSMre is estimated with greater bias than that estimated by PSMrp samples. For instance, the coefficient for female estimated by ESMnre is −618.2 instead of the −378.5 estimated by the universe. On the other hand, PSMrp, because of its higher variance, gives a much more conservative value for the correct significance and sign but has very little bias. This suggests that if one is interested in significance level alone, then ESMnre may be sufficient, but that PSMrp must be used to estimate the elasticity of the effect. For example, if policy were based on the single sample drawn, one would more likely (correctly) find a negative relationship between female gender and profit when ESMnre instead of PSMrp was the sampling method. However, any program to reduce such gender-based profit disparity, once implemented, might show disappointing effects, because the magnitude of the gender gap was overestimated by ESMnre in the first place.
There is one important qualification to the above statement: because ESMnre has lower variance, it is more likely to falsely flag insignificant variables as significant. For instance, the married variable is significant in 80% of ESMnre samples, although it is not significant in the universe sample. The conclusion using ESMnre would be a faulty one: businesses owned by married individuals have lower profit (while in fact there is no such effect). It would be unfortunate if lending institutions decided not to lend to married individuals based on the results obtained from ESMnre samples.
The findings from Table 4b are similar to those from Table 4a : ESMnre and SSMre have higher correct significance and sign than PSMrp in most or all of the variables that are significant in the universe regression, but some coefficients may be estimated with high bias by ESMnre and SSMre. For instance, the effect of high risk preference on owning a multiperson business is underestimated by ESMnre, while the effect of female gender on decreased likelihood of multi-person business ownership is overestimated by SSMre. PSMrp coefficients generally have the least bias. Table 4c summarizes these sampling statistics, averaging separately significant and insignificant variables in the universe regression. ESMre and SSMre strike a middle ground between ESMnre and PSMrp. ESMre and SSMre have fewer under-and over-identifications of relationships than ESMnre. They are also superior to PSMrp in not under-identifying significant relationships. However, their elasticity measure is far more biased than PSMrp and can be more biased than ESMnre.
Our results from this policy analysis suggest that the relative efficacy of a method vis-à-vis another depends on how much a researcher is worried about (i) correctly measuring the elasticity of an effect (which depends on the bias of the estimate, with PSMrp having the lowest bias), (ii) under-identifying a relationship that is significant in the universe (which happens more often when a method has a large variance and when the 95% confidence interval is more likely to include zero, but also depends on whether the bias takes the estimate further away from or closer to zero), and (iii) over-identifying a relationship that is insignificant in the universe and mistaking it for one that is significant (which is less likely to occur in the more conservative methods that have higher variance like PSMrp).
Discussion
This paper presents the results of a comparison between sampling methods that can be used to find eligible respondents to conduct interviews to study MSEs when existing sampling frames are lacking. We used computer simulations to draw samples from a census universe, by implementing ESM, SSM, and PSM protocols, and examined the resulting sampling distributions. Our analysis reveals that these different sampling methods produce samples that differ in their sampling statistics of relevant observable variables. Our analysis allowed for the comparison of the four main viable methods, ESM with and without revisits using EA-weights, SSM with revisits using EA-weights, and PSM with revisits using probability weights. We tested specifically for the effects of proximity selection, at-home selection, and the use of inaccurate weights on the sampling statistics. This allowed us to examine why these sampling strategies have differential performance.
Our most important finding is that revisits are very important in reducing the bias and the mse of the sampling statistics. Eligible respondents who are present during the first visit may be systematically different from those who are away. Drawing a sample only among respondents who happen to be available when the interviewer shows up at the door, thus, may potentially lead to biased conclusions. Another finding is that proximity selection -a major concern in the EPI sampling methodology literature -does not seem to affect the sampling statistics in our data. While we cannot rule out that this is an artifact of our data and context, this lack of an effect from proximity selection is consistent with many studies in the literature. Our finding regarding the use of proper weights suggests that while this further improves upon the sample properties for all three sampling methods, the degree of improvement is much smaller than that which results from revisits. The added benefit of trying to find and apply accurate probability weights may not justify the costs. Consistent with the above, the results from two types of cost effectiveness analysis suggest that SSM and ESM -both with revisits and using EA-weights -rank as the two top methods when the listing cost is not too high. Our regression analysis of the policy variables adds support to the validity of these sampling methods. Nevertheless, our cost-effectiveness analysis must be interpreted with caution. Without a clear cut effectiveness measure to use, we have based our cost effectiveness analysis on both the percentage of error free estimates and the mse, although the rankings of methods are similar with either effectiveness measure.
Because cost effectiveness measures do not institute a lower bound effectiveness measure but focuses on overall cost effectiveness, a decision should not be driven solely by the sampling method's cost effectiveness. For instance, if the elasticity of a particular estimate is paramount, then one should not consider any method other than PSMrp. On the other hand, if a survey is very short (and hence the interview cost is similar to that of the listing of a single respondent), then ESMnre is a viable alternative that should be considered because it is greatly cost effective.
Our paper suffers from other limitations. First, our universe sample is incomplete. Because our listing excludes those individuals that are difficult to find even after repeat revisits, we believe that our findings underestimate the magnitude of at-home selection. Second, all simulations were run with 10 owners and 10 non-owners per EA. While this simplified our analysis, we may have been able to achieve greater statistical representativeness by optimizing the number of business-owners and non-owners selected from each site. Finally, we cannot ultimately say to what extent our findings are driven by our particular sample. We advise researchers to consider not our specific findings, but rather the general findings regarding proximity selection, at-home selection, and the effect of using inaccurate weights.
To those researchers interested in understanding the differences between SSM and ESM with revisits and EA-weights, we offer a couple of concluding thoughts on these two methods. SSM starts out with some desired sample size, slices the EA into segments to meet that sample size, and then surveys a randomly selected segment. ESM, however, starts with a quota and a random point, continues the survey until the quota is met, thus covering an area of the EA that is irregularly shaped. The advantage of SSM is that clear segments are demarcated, which can help with longitudinal studies in which return visits are planned.
This also allows for discovering new business entries within the boundaries of the segment. However, the advantages of starting with a quota that must be met before the interviewer stops are also important. On one hand, a quota helps to control costs because if a segment is drawn too large, the additional interviews are not required. On the other hand, if a segment is drawn too small -or simply -if the target respondent group is hard to find, ESM allows one to define the area that covers the desired population. Hence, ESM is useful especially when information about the target respondent group is not readily available. Suppose the enumeration team could start with a random point and essentially survey respondents around this point by meandering in an ever-enlarging spiral as required until the quota is met. This method has at its heart the ESM strategy of meeting a quota for some specific respondent type, but also uses the SSM strategy of having a compact segment that can be easily returned to on follow-up visits. While the SSM samples in this paper were simulated using this setup, we leave it to future work to implement this method in the field.
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